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Abstract
Predicting the success of a mobile game is a prime issue in game industry. Thousands of games are being released each

day. However, a few of them succeed while the majority fail. Toward the goal of investigating the potential correlation

between the success of a mobile game and its specific attributes, this work was conducted. More than 17 thousand games

were considered for that reason. We show that IAPs (In-App Purchases), genre, number of supported languages, developer

profile, and release month have a clear effect on the success of a mobile game. We also develop a novel success score

reflecting multiple objectives. Furthermore, we show that game icons with certain visual characteristics tend to be asso-

ciated with more rating counts. We employ different machine learning models to predict a novel success score metric of a

mobile game given its attributes. The trained models were able to predict this score, as well as the expected rating average

and rating count for a mobile game with 70% accuracy.

Keywords Data mining � Mobile games � Game features � Machine learning � ANN

1 Introduction

In 1997, the first mobile game, Snake, was released by

NOKIA. This mobile game initiated a new era in the world

of game industry. Game industry, today, is a huge market

and notably growing by the time. Statistics reveal that the

value of the video game market in the US by 2020 was

more than 60 billion dollars [18] which discloses the

seriousness and the value of this business. In Apple App

Store only there are currently more than 265 thousand

games [17]. Free distribution and the low cost of mobile

application development allowed both start-ups and indie

developers to enter this flourishing market easily. At the

same time, the recent advances in mobile technology made

mobile phones more powerful and cheaper. This, in turn,

increased memory size, processing power, and graphics

quality of mobile devices, which supported more sophis-

ticated and enjoyable games.

Nevertheless, a perfect graphical design, an interesting

storyline, appealing animations, and attractive characters

are expected to be the main factors behind the success of a

game, we can see a lot of examples where simple and non-

professional looking games have reached the peak -in

terms of popularity and revenue. Apparently, there is more

to mobile success than meets the eye. Indeed, studying

success and failure stories of mobile games may help us to

better comprehend the direct and indirect causes of success.

In this work, we present a thorough study where we

analyze more than 17 thousand games to answer the main

question of ‘‘what makes a game fail or succeed?’’ An

important problem in mobile game industry is the difficulty

in defining a general game success measure and another

one is predicting the success of a particular game before it

is published. We undertook this study to ask and answer the

mentioned two questions following a rigorous scientific

approach. We argue that number of ratings or average

rating of a mobile game shown in App Store are not enough

measures to describe the success of a game. Thus, we

introduce a new measure to quantitatively assess the suc-

cess of a mobile game and use data mining to build

accurate models for predicting its value.
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In order to predict this novel success metric, we employ

data mining methodology on an existing dataset of mobile

games. Through data mining, we aim to discover the most

important factors determining the value of this measure and

we provide means of predicting it based on these factors. A

series of steps and procedures are ought to be followed

carefully to reach the ultimate goal of understanding the

hidden facts and rules that control the phenomenon under

consideration [19, 30]. A pre-processing step is usually

required to discard unnecessary data (data cleaning),

transform the data from one form to another, or perform

some data regularization and normalization for later steps.

Following this, the feature engineering takes place and with

the help of domain knowledge, new features can be

introduced. Finally, suitable algorithms can be applied to

extract information from the data [16, 39]. Under the scope

of this study, we call attention to some unique attributes

that were shown to influence the success of a mobile game.

At the same time, we extend our study to the visual

features of mobile icons. The visual features of icons are

essential for grabbing the attention to the mobile game.

This becomes a playing factor once a game is released

among thousands of other games. Players cannot appreciate

the content of the game if they did not click the icon first

and download it. Thus, a great attention should be given to

make the game appealing to a large set of users. Unfortu-

nately, the subjective nature of the problem makes it an

arduous process for designers to anticipate the attractive-

ness of an icon. At the same time, the attractiveness may

vary from one group of users to others. For example, it is

not expected from old and young users to like the same

icons. Education, gender, and culture could be other

playing factors too. Even, what makes the problem much

harder is the time-dependency nature of it. In other words,

appealing icons 10 years ago are not expected to be

appareling nowadays.

Using a statistical approach instead of the subjective

evaluation-based studies seems as a resort for the men-

tioned problems. By looking at the success profile of

thousands of games together with the visual features of the

icons, we try to spotlight the common visual features

observed in top successful mobile games and give recom-

mendations for an appealing icon design. Thus, game

developers may consider these suggestions when designing

their mobile games icons. Similarly, we highlight the

common features observed in the top unsuccessful games

icons so that the developers could avoid them. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A novel success score metric reflecting multiple

objectives of mobile games development.

• Machine learning models to understand and predict

mobile game success.

• Highlighting correlation between mobile game success

and certain attributes.

• Finding a correlation between specific visual features of

mobile game icons and high rating counts.

2 Related work

In the literature, we can see a few number of studies which

discuss similar questions to the ones asked and answered in

this paper. However, what distinguishes each of them is the

success definition, the studied attributes, and the scale of

the considered mobile games. Thus, generalizability of the

drawn conclusions.

Moreira et al. (2014) in [31] considered the top 100

games of Google Play App Store. The number of down-

loads and revenues were studied with respect to 37 dif-

ferent features associated with the games. They concluded

that a feature like allowing IAPs is associated with success.

On the other hand, features like inviting friends and cus-

tomizing the game were shown to be usually linked with

the opposite. In parallel to that work, Alomari et al. (2016)

in [3] studied the revenue with respect to 31 attributes for

50 iPhone games. The aim of the study was to identify the

most ten important features in game development. They

confirmed a strong relation between the total number of

people who run or get engaged with a mobile game and its

revenue. Similar to these two works, we examined various

game’s attributes and their effect on average rating and

rating count. However, instead of considering a limited

number of mobile games, we considered 17 thousand

mobile game apps to increase the statistical significance of

the findings.

Lee et al. (2014) in [27] concluded that selecting a less

competitive genre for an application and keeping the

application’s quality at higher levels, by updating the

application frequently, were shown to be positively corre-

lated with the application staying a longer time among the

top applications. In [26], the authors state that the previous

history of the application releasing company was shown to

be correlated with application success. Similar to these two

studies, we examine the success of a mobile game given its

genre and the developer maturity. However, we do not

study all apps categories but we focus only on mobile

application.

Yi et al. (2019) in [45] showed that advertising a mobile

game on TV and uploading it on many App Stores increase

its chance of success. At the same time, they found that the

success of the game decreases over time. In the scope of

our work, we do not consider the advertisement parame-

ters. However, that could be done in a future work. The
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main question could be whether our findings are consistent

with games that are released in different App Stores.

Understanding the visual attributes of icons and their

influence on the click, download, and rating count could

make the game more popular. This is essential for

attracting first user who does not have any information

about the actual content of the game. Few works tried to

tackle this problem and give suggestions and recommen-

dations on how to design an icon that could impact and

contribute to the success of a game.

The icon design and its relations to mobile game

downloads and purchases were examined by Jylha et al.

(2019) in [22] for 68 game applications. Uniqueness and

realism are found to cause more downloads, clicks, and

purchases. In our work, we do not consider the icon design.

However, a detailed study was carried on the visual fea-

tures of the most successful and unsuccessful games. Then,

conclusions were drawn on common features observed in

each cluster.

Kukka et al. (2013) in [25] showed that color, anima-

tion, or textual elements could impact the attractiveness of

users to public screens. This seems related to mobile games

and icon design. Because the player’s first impression

about the game could highly be influenced by the icon

itself. Similar to this work, we study color information of

mobile icons. However, in a more detailed perspective.

Shen et al. (2020) in [37] focused more on the internal

characteristics of icons (like the icon meaning) and their

relation to the cognitive tasks such as algebraic equation.

They gave important suggestions on the icon design. In our

work, we investigated, similarly, the effect of icons’

entropy on the decision of downloading the game. At the

same time, we provided a set of suggestions for mobile

game designers and developers on how the most attractive

icon should be, based on the knowledge extracted from the

analyzed mobile games. Mcdougall et al. (2016) in [29]

analyzed the determinants of icon appeal in details. Icon

familiarity was shown to be correlated positively with icon

appealing. Consequently, they found that users who cannot

understand an icon, tend to classify it as an unattractive

one. Instead of targeting user interfaces, we focus on icons

shown in App Store. Ghayas et al. (2013) in [15] showed

that recognition rate of icons was related to user’s age.

They studied 40 icons from two mobile phone brands.

What may hint to a possible relation between the age of the

person and the tendency to download a mobile game -

solely- based on the icon itself. This could be a future

research direction to study a possible correlation between

some specific icon visual features and tendency of some

age groups to download this game.

Kamarulzaman et al. (2020) in [23] carried a compara-

tive study on icon design for mobile applications. They

analyzed color, semantics, uniqueness, and concreteness

elements. They provided general suggestions for designing

mobile apps icon as well.

2.1 Machine learning methods

Apriori Algorithm Apriori algorithm [1, 32] identifies the

trends and extracts association rules in a given dataset. In

general, it utilizes breadth-first search and a hash tree to

find frequent items. It has many applications specially in

market-basket analysis [2, 42] and speech emotion recog-

nition [36].

Support vector machines A supervised learning-based

algorithm that can be used for both classification and

regression problems [5, 10]. It works by finding the optimal

hyperplane separating the classes while maximizing the

margin between them. It is widely applied for various

problems like large-scale image classification [12, 28],

biometrics [33, 40], and weather forecasting [34]. Close to

our work, Drachen et al. (2016) in [13] utilized support

vector machines to predict the retention of a user in free-to-

play mobile games.

Random forest An ensemble learning algorithm that can be

applied for a wide set of classification and regression

problems [8, 21] such as bioinformatics [35], remote

sensing [4], and finance [46]. In general, random forest is

utilized to enhance the learning process by combining a

number of decision trees. These decision trees are trained

on different partitions of the same training set to reduce the

overall variance. Thus, to improve generalizability of

trained model. Close to our work, Sifa et al. (2015) in [38]

deployed two random forest models. The first to predict if a

user will purchase a game. While, the other to guess the

number of purchases a specific user will make in the future.

Artificial neural networks Supervised learning-based

models that can be applied for classification and regression

problems. They learn the mapping from input space to

output space using the training samples. They have been

widely applied in different domains such as stock market

prediction [20], object detection [43], and semantic seg-

mentation [44]. Similar to our work, Dehkordi et al. (2020)

in [11] utilized an artificial neural network to predict the

success of Android applications in a new applications

repository.

3 Methodology

In this section, we outline our methodology. First, data pre-

processing and feature engineering efforts are considered

in Sect. 3.1. Second, our novel success score metric is
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discussed in Sect. 3.2. Third, the predictive models are

summarized in Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Data preprocessing

The used dataset [41] contains more than 17 thousand

mobile games taken from Apple App Store. Initially, each

game is associated with 18 different attributes. A negligible

number of these values are missing. It is relatively a recent

dataset since it was collected in August of 2019. That

makes it a good proxy of the actual game market. In

Table 1, the main attributes of the dataset are shown

together with their types.

Attribute selection Unnecessary attributes such as the URL,

ID, and ICON.URL are removed because they are irrele-

vant to the success of a mobile game. The ID column

simply represents a unique identifier for each mobile game.

Thus, it was removed as the games are randomly given

such an identifier. At the same time, we calculated the

Relief score [24] for ID and ICON.URL attributes. We

found a negligible correlation between these attributes and

the success scores. Other attributes like the Subtitle and

Description are discarded as well under this scope. How-

ever, they can be good candidates for our future work.

Primary.Genre is neglected since more than 96% of the

observations were marked as games. We note that the

actual game genre information is presented in the Genres

attribute which was taken into account.

Handling missing data Games with null values for User

Rating Count means they have less than 5 ratings. We

assign them 5 rating counts. At the same time, games with

null values for Average User Rating means they did not

gain more than 5 rating counts. Because of this, we assign

them rating average of 0. Following this, we remove games

with missing values for Price and Size attributes. After that,

in the Languages column, we see some cells are left with

no entry, we handle this by assigning the English language

for these games. We note that the English language con-

stitutes the majority in the dataset and hence was selected

as the default for imputation.

Feature Engineering The attributes of the final dataset are

shown in Table 2. Based on the raw dataset, few more

attributes were derived to further enhance the level of

information associated with each single game. The Number

of Languages is extracted by counting the number of lan-

guages supported by each game. The Number of Genres is

created similarly by counting the number of genres under

which the game is classified. After that the game’s devel-

oper maturity (Developer Category) is derived by classi-

fying all developers presented in the dataset into two

categories: Newbie (the one with less than four games in

the list) and Professional (the one with four or more games

in the list). Following this, Number of IAP, Minimum IAP,

Maximum IAP, Sum IAP and Mean of IAP, Price, and

Game Size are extracted as well.

3.2 Success score measure

In this work, we propose a new success measure that

encodes the three famous traditional success measures,

namely gross revenue, number of downloads, and rating.

The suggested success measure shown in Equation (1)

gives importance to the following three objectives: Rev-

enue, Reputation, and Success Speed.

Revenue It represents the expected income by this game. It

is calculated by multiplying the price of the game with the

expected number of people who will buy the game. Then,

the expected income via IAPs is added as well.

Reputation It is represented by the average rating of the

game. It is in the interval 0 to 5 and it was rounded to

nearest 0.5 average rating.

Success Speed It is encoded in the success formula as well.

A game to keep constant success score should increase

either revenue or rating average (or both) as the game

becomes older.

S ¼ ðRC � G � Pþ RC � K � APÞN þ RAN

TN þ �
ð1Þ

Table 1 The main attributes of the dataset used in this work

Attribute Name Type Attribute Name Type Attribute Name Type

URL Textual In-app Purchases Numeric Current Version Release

Date

Date

ID Numeric Description Textual Original Release Date Date

Name Textual Developer Textual Price Numeric

Subtitle Textual Age Rating Categorical Genres Categorical

Icon URL Textual Languages Categorical Primary Genre Categorical

Average User Rating Numeric Size Numeric User Rating Count Numeric
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where S is the success score, RC denotes rating count, RA

denotes rating average, P is the initial download and

installation price, AP stands for average IAPs, T denotes

elapsed time since first release, K is the expected number

of users who will buy IAP per rating count, G is the

expected number of users who will buy the game per rating

count, ð:ÞN stands for the operation of normalizing the

operand to [0, 1] interval. � is a very small number to avoid

division by zero.

For a game to score high on this measure, it should

maximize the revenue and rating average. At the same

time, it should do that in a short period of time. It is

important to note that K and G are estimated variables that

can be changed to match the targeted audience. Parameters

K and G were guesstimated as 0.05 and 0.5, respectively.

3.3 Predictive models

In the process of conducting our statistical analysis, four

different models were applied on the processed version of

the initial dataset. Under the scope of understating the

correlations between success and mobile game’s attributes,

the Apriori algorithm [1, 32] was utilized based on its

implementations in [6, 7]. At the same time, we ranked the

games in terms of success score, rating average, and rating

count. Then, the attributes distributions in the best and

worst 100 games were analyzed. On the other hand, for the

predictive part, Support Vector Machines [9], Random

Forest [8], and Artificial Neural Network models were used

for predicting the success of a mobile game given its

metadata.

4 Analysis and findings

In this section, the rules associated with the success and

failure of mobile games are studied in Sect. 4.1. Then, the

process of training machine learning models and predicting

game success are discussed in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Wisdom extraction

One main goal of this work is to show the link between the

success and the various game development attributes. For

that goal in mind, Apriori algorithm was applied for mining

possible associations. The support parameter was set to

0.001 and the confidence one to 0.8. Following this, the

highest five rules were picked in terms of the confidence

and support. Here, our main findings are highlighted in

terms of the proposed success measure, the average rating,

and the rating count.

Success Score Most important rules with respect to our

novel success score are given in Tables 3 and 4. Some of

the interesting findings appear to be being a long-time

developer, availability of cheap IAPs, and publishing

Puzzle and Travel games help with success. In parallel to

that making your game available in many languages can

increase the popularity and revenue. Thus, the probability

of success. Surprisingly, releasing a game in July is

expected to decrease its chance of achieving a success. The

reason could be that the US and Europe start their holidays

at that time so people do not prefer playing video games for

fun.

In addition to the previous general observations,

specifically, we study the 100 games with the highest and

lowest success score. As shown in Fig. 1, in a successful

game the number of game genres is relatively less, IAPs

are found, and the game size is larger.

Table 2 The main attributes of the categorized dataset

Attribute Categories Attribute Categories

Num. Languages Single, Many Release Month 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12

Num. Genres Less than 4, Equal or Elapsed Months Less than 17, [17, 31], [32, 45],

More than 4 [46, 64], More than 65

Age Rating ?4, ?9 Developer Category Newbie, Professional

Availability IAP No, Yes Game Size S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

Average IAP No, Some, High Game Free No, Yes

Min IAP 0$, 1$, Equal or Rating Average Low, Moderate, High

More than 1.5$

Max IAP 0$, Less than 2.5$, Success Score Successful, Undetermined,

Equal or More than 2.5$ Unsuccessful

Sum IAP No, Some, High Rating Count Low, Moderate, High
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Average rating The rules associated to average rating

are shown in Tables 7 and 8. At the same time, observa-

tions from Fig. 3 suggest game developers who want to

achieve higher rating average to think of avoiding both

small size and free games. At the same time, they should

aim at including IAPs and focusing on ?9 audience.

Rating count Most important rules with respect to rating

count shown in Tables 9 and 10 indicate that if the goal of

Table 3 The strongest ten rules associated with high success scores

Rules Support Confidence Lift Count

Maximum IAPs is less than 2.5$ but not free, game’s developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 18

Sum of IAPs is between 0.49$ and 3.49$, game’s developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 20

Average of IAPs is between 0.28$ and 2.1$, game’s developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 18

The minimum IAPs is more than 1.5$, the game’s developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 17

There is IAPs, the game’s developer is professional, it is a puzzle game,

it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 20

Game supports many languages, game size is between 164MB and 4GB,

game is premium, it is not a board game. 0.042 0.800 2.401 713

Game supports many languages, there is IAPs, game size is between 164MB

and 4GB. 0.039 0.811 2.432 655

Game supports many languages, there is IAPs, game size is between 164MB

and 4GB, game is premium. 0.039 0.811 2.432 655

Game supports many languages, there is IAPs, game size is between 164MB

and 4GB, it is not a utilities game. 0.039 0.814 2.441 655

Game supports many languages, there is IAPs, game size is between 164MB

and 4GB, it is not a travel game. 0.039 0.811 2.432 655

Table 4 The strongest ten rules associated with low success scores

Rules Support Confidence Lift Count

32 to 45 months since release, game is free, not an adventure game, a lifestyle

game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 21

32 to 45 months since release, game is free, size is between 20 and 40 MB, it is

a trivia game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 25

The game was released in July, it is free, not an education game, a family

game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 18

32 to 45 months since release, game is free, its size is less than 20MB, a family

game. 0.001 1.000 3.000 23

Less than 17 months since release, number of genres is less than 4, game is

free, an adventure game. 0.002 1.000 3.000 35

Less than 17 months since release, game is free. 0.077 0.804 2.412 1308

Less than 17 months since release, game is free, no In-App-Purchases. 0.077 0.804 2.412 1308

Less than 17 months since release, game is free, average In-App-Purchases is 0. 0.077 0.804 2.412 1308

Less than 17 months since release, game is free, sum of

In-App-Purchases is 0. 0.077 0.804 2.412 1308

Less than 17 months since release, game is free, max In-App-Purchases is 0$. 0.077 0.804 2.412 1308
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the game is to attract high audience number, the developer

should think of making the game available in many lan-

guages and targeting ?9 audience. In parallel to that, Fig. 4

reflects similar observations for other different features.

We can see that making a game free does not necessarily

make it popular. However, the opposite was shown to

happen. Thus, the common sense that making a game free

will attract a wider audience does not seem to be valid as

our analysis revealed clearly.

4.2 Prediction

The second major aim of this work is to predict the success

of a mobile game. Firstly, the dataset is partitioned into

train, validation, and test splits by taking 80% for training,

10% for validation, and 10% for testing. Following this,

SVM (Support Vector Machines), RF (Random Forest),

and ANN models were trained. The parameters of the

associated models are shown in Table 5. All the models

obtained around 70% classification accuracy as shown in

Fig. 2. Although this level of accuracy may seem to be low,

it is in fact a significant achievement considering that we

are only using meta data about the game to make this

prediction and the model is completely blind to the actual

game. In other words, the actual quality and playability of

the game is completely ignored in this prediction. From

this perspective, 70% accuracy is actually quite significant

and shows that certain game meta data is directly associ-

ated with the success of a game.

It can be observed that predicting the proposed success

score is more accurate as compared to predicting rating

average and rating count. That could be the case because

our success measure is closely associated with the game

development features much more than the other success

criteria. In other words, rating average and rating count

might be influenced by other factors that are not included in

the main studied features. In parallel to that it is clear that

the best model among the three predictive models is the RF

model for all the three success measures. Thus, it is worth

studying the true and false positives and negatives of this

model. For the success score prediction, it sounds that the

model does the best at predicting the unsuccessful games.

While the same observations were shown for the low rating

and low number of ratings as shown in Table 6. In fact, this
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Fig. 1 Attributes distribution in the best and worst 100 games in terms of the success score

Table 5 The utilized machine learning models and their corresponding parameters

Model Full Name Success Score Rating Average Rating Count

Apriori Mining Associations with

Apriori

Support = 0.001, Confidence =

0.8

Support = 0.001, Confidence =

0.8

Support = 0.001, Confidence =

0.8

SVM Support Vector Machine Kernel = radial, Cost=19.5 Kernel = radial, Cost=83 Kernel = radial, Cost = 83

RF Random Forest ntree = 130, importance =

TRUE

ntree = 130, mtry = 10 ntree = 130, mtry = 10

Hidden Layers = [70, 50, 20, 10,

4]

Hidden Layers = [50, 100] Hidden Layers = [70, 50, 20, 10,

4]

Number of Epochs = 35 Number of Epochs = 35 Number of Epochs = 35

ANN Artificial Neural Network L1 = 0.001, L2 = 0.01 L1 = 0.001, L2 = 0.01 L1 = 0.001, L2 = 0.01

Activation Function = Maxout Activation Function = Maxout Activation Function = Maxout

Adaptive Rate = TRUE Adaptive Rate = TRUE Adaptive Rate = TRUE
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observation is critical because it sheds light on two points.

First, there are some features and decisions that lead to

game failure whether the success was in terms of rating

average, rating count, or the general proposed success

measure. Thus, the developer should avoid these features

and decisions as it sounds that the chance of their success is

limited. Oppositely, the successful games are harder to be

linked to specific attributes like unsuccessful ones. It

implies that there is a clear path for your game to fail.

However, the success path is dependent on more sophisti-

cated factors like creativity and novelty which are not

directly measured in this study.

To further enrich the analysis, the mean decrease in the

Gini index is studied since it highlights the most important

features RF employs at predicting the target variable.

Figure 5-a shows the critical features in a decreasing order

with respect to their importance for the success score

prediction. It is clear that the developers should be very

careful as they decide if their game will be premium or

freemium. They should consider other factors such as game

release month, game size, and the IAPs related decision

very wisely. In terms of the rating average, it is shown in

Fig. 5-b that original release month, game size, number of

genres, and the game developer reputation are the most

important features that influence the rating of the game.

Consequently, if developers would like to gain a high

rating average, they should consider these features with

great attention. Similarly, Fig. 5-c indicates that features

like game size, IAPs, developer reputation, and number of

languages are among the most vital features that control

number of ratings. Thus, a developer aiming at a high

rating count should think of these features carefully.

Fig. 2 The prediction accuracy of game success using SVM, RF, and ANN models.

Table 6 Confusion matrices for the best model (RF) for (a) Success
score, (b) Rating average, and (c) Rating count

(a) Success score

Prediction

Succ. Undet. Fail

Succ. 285 142 139

Undet. 119 435 10

Fail 13 61 495

(b) Rating Average

Prediction

Low Medium High

Low 778 35 132

Medium 83 30 101

High 194 18 328

(c) Rating Count

Prediction

Low Medium High

Low 863 32 85

Medium 202 21 81

High 120 20 275
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5 Icon design analysis

The icons of the top best and worst 100 games in terms of

success score, rating average, and rating count were con-

sidered in this analysis. In Sect. 5.1 the icon’s entropy was

studied for these games. Additionally, in Sect. 5.2 the white

and black pixels percentages of icons were studied for the

same subset of mobile games.

5.1 Icons entropy

Entropy in general measures uncertainty or randomness.

However, in image processing, it can be applied to give

statistical information on the texture of the input image

[14]. The used entropy formula is shown in Equation (2).

E ¼ �
X255

i¼1

pi � log2ðpiÞ ð2Þ

where: E is the icon entropy, p is the normalized histogram

counts of the icon image.

We calculated the entropy for the icons in three different

color spaces, i.e., RGB, HSV, and L*a*b*. However, a

clear difference was shown in the HSV one. This could be

the reason because HSV color space represents colors in a

way that is much more similar to the human eye color

perception. The results shown in Fig. 6 reveal that the

entropy was higher in all the three success measures.

However, it was more explicit in the rating count. Clearly,

the complexity of the game icon has a strong correlation

with both the attractiveness of the game in the market and

the success of the game in general. This means higher

entropy icons are more eye-catching and hints at the extra

effort spent in preparing and publishing the game.

A qualitative comparison among the icons with the

lowest and highest rating count is presented in Fig. 7. The

contrast is very clear: the icons with high entropy seem to

attract more players, whereas low entropy icons are much

less attractive. Thus, game designers are suggested to

invest more effort and time in making their icons rich with

visual details. On the other hand, they should avoid abstract

and simplistic icons.

5.2 Percentage of black and white pixels in icons

To further analyze the common features in successful

icons, we study the percentage of white and black pixels in

icons. Our analysis shows that icons of mobile games with

low rating counts tend to be occupied with white and black

pixels much more than the ones with high rating counts as
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Fig. 5 Mean decrease in Gini index for (a) first row, left: success score, (b) first row, right: rating average, and (c) second row: rating count

Fig. 6 Entropy of 100 most successful and unsuccessful mobile games icons in HSV color space is shown for Success Score, Rating Average,

and Rating Count
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shown in Fig. 8. This confirms our previous findings that

game developers should avoid simplistic icons. At the same

time, it adds that developers should utilize the space of the

icon carefully and should not leave many empty pixels.

Density of the white and the black pixels in icons is not

related to rating average as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, it is

expected that the icon design does not affect the rating

average. As shown in Fig. 7, we can find many icons in the

lowest rating count games that contain empty spaces (white

or black). On the other hand, we can see that the majority

of the icons in the highest rating count the icon image is

quite crowded and rich with content.

6 Discussion

We can see from the results that predicting the success of a

game using our new measure gives a better accuracy. We

should note that this score depends on rating count and

rating average, however, these two attributes are not

included in training and prediction phases. At the same

time, our measure depends on the time elapsed but that

does not only control the success score. Our work has a

number of limitations that should be addressed. Despite

using a large-scale dataset for analyzing the success of

mobile games, we should note that all the games were

taken from a single mobile App Store (Apple App Store).

Thus, the results would be more generalizable if the same

conclusions could be reached using mobile games from

different application stores. Our proposed success metric

was shown to give the models slightly better accuracy at

predicting the success of a game. The single most striking

result is the correlation between the release month (July)

and the high failure expectation. The release month attri-

bute is evenly distributed across all months. Thus, the

possibility of unbalance in the attribute distribution causing

this association is not expected to be the playing factor.

Our analysis shows the correlation. However, it does not

investigate the causality. The causality is investigated and

shown based on the authors’ understanding. Thus, we

present a note of caution with regard to interpretations of

the causes of these correlations. They could be biased,

wrong, or subjective to the authors of this work.

Predicting the success of a game with around 70%
accuracy without considering the actual content of the

game itself is an important point to be highlighted. It shows

Fig. 7 Sample of icons from the top 100 games with lowest (a) and highest (b) rating count

Fig. 8 Percentage of white and black pixels in top 100 successful and unsuccessful games
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that certain metadata about a game, which are usually

mostly neglected during the publishing of the game, can

actually be quite effective in the success of the release. Of

course, the content of the game, graphics, story, sound

effects, etc., are all major factors in the success of a game.

However, we showed that even with an expensive pro-

duction phase maximizing these features of the game, a

release can go wrong simply due to a wrong release month,

or a bland icon design.

Table 7 The strongest ten rules associated with high rating average

Rules Support Confidence Lift Count

Maximum IAPs price is less 2.5$ but not free, game developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.047 18

Sum IAPs prices is between 0.49$ and 3.49$, game developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.047 20

Average IAPs prices is between 0.28$ and 2.09$, game developer is professional,

it is a puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.047 18

Minimum IAPs price is more than 1.5$, game developer is professional, it is a

puzzle game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.047 17

There is IAPs, game developer is professional, it is a puzzle game, it is

a travel game. 0.001 1.000 3.047 20

Game supports many languages, age rating is ?9, there is IAPs, game size is

between 164MB and 4GB. 0.025 0.804 2.449 430

Game supports many languages, age rating is ?9, sum of IAPs prices is

between 3.5$ and 675$, game size is between 164MB and 4GB. 0.025 0.810 2.468 422

Game supports many languages, age rating is ?9, maximum of IAPs prices is more

than 2.5$, game size is between 164MB and 4GB. 0.025 0.809 2.465 419

Game supports many languages, age rating is ?9, average of IAPs prices

is between 2.09and89.99, game size is between 164MB and 4GB. 0.024 0.808 2.462 412

Game supports many languages, minimum IAPs is 1$, game size is between

164MB and 4GB. 0.024 0.805 2.453 409

Table 8 The strongest ten rules associated with low rating average

Rules Support Confidence Lift Count

Age rating is ?4, it is a simulation game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 1.802 20

Game size is between 40MB and 81MB, 17 to 31 months since release,

it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 1.802 18

Game size is between 20MB and 40MB, 32 to 45 months since release, it is a trivia

game. 0.002 1.000 1.802 38

Game size is less than 20MB, less than 17 months, it is a family game. 0.001 1.000 1.802 23

Game is released in March, 17 to 31 months since release, it is an education game. 0.002 1.000 1.802 27

Minimum IAPs price is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release, it is not a casino game. 0.100 0.803 1.447 1691

Minimum IAPs price is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release, it is neither a casino nor

a finance game. 0.100 0.803 1.448 1690

Maximum IAPs price is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release, it is not a casino game. 0.099 0.802 1.446 1688

Sum of IAPs price is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release, it is not a casino game. 0.099 0.802 1.446 1688

Minimum IAPs price is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release, it is not a casino game. 0.099 0.802 1.446 1688
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We would like to note that integrating icon visual

information in the prediction process did improve the

prediction accuracy, however, slightly. Table 11 shows the

three predictive models and their associated prediction

accuracy for four different setups. Columns three through

six present models prediction accuracy under these four

setups namely without icon visual information, with icon

entropy information, with white-black pixels percentages

in icon, and with both entropy and white-black pixels

percentages of icon, respectively.

Table 9 The strongest ten rules associated with high rating count

Rules Support Confidence Lift Count

Game size is between 164MB and 4GB, more than 65 months since release, it is

board game. 0.002 1.000 4.011 30

Game supports many languages, it is released in October, its size between 164MB

and 4GB, more than 65 months since release. 0.001 1.000 4.011 17

Average IAPs prices is between 2.09$ and 89.99$, its size is between 164MB and

4GB, more than 65 months since release, it is a board game. 0.001 1.000 4.011 20

Sum of IAPs prices is between 3.49$ and 674.9$, its size is between 164MB and

4GB, more than 65 months since release, it is a board game. 0.001 1.000 4.011 23

Maximum IAPs prices is more than 2.5$, its size is between 164MB and 4GB, more

than 65 months since release, it is a board game. 0.001 1.000 4.011 23

Age rating is ?9, sum of IAPs prices is between 3.49$ and 674.9$, more than 65

months since release, it is not a music game. 0.023 0.801 3.214 395

Age rating is ?9, sum of IAPs prices is between 3.49$ and 674.9$, more than 65

months since release, it is not a puzzle game. 0.022 0.805 3.228 379

Age rating is ?9, sum of IAPs prices is between 3.49$ and 674.9$, more than 65

months since release, it is not a casual game. 0.022 0.800 3.211 377

Age rating is ?9, maximum IAPs prices is more than 2.5$, more than 65 months

since release, it is not a puzzle game. 0.021 0.801 3.214 359

Age rating is ?9, average of IAPs prices is between 2.09$ and 89.99$, more than 65

months since release. 0.021 0.803 3.220 350

Table 10 The strongest ten rules associated with low rating count

Rules Support Confidence Lift Count

Rating average ?4, it is a simulation game, it is a travel game. 0.001 1.000 1.731 20

Game size is between 40MB and 81MB, 17 to 31 months since release, it is a travel

game. 0.001 1.000 1.731 18

Game size is between 20MB and 40MB, 32 to 45 months since release, it is a trivia

game. 0.002 1.000 1.731 38

Game size is less than 20MB, less than 17 months since release, it is a family game. 0.001 1.000 1.731 23

Game released in March, 17 to 31 months since release, it is an education game. 0.002 1.000 1.731 27

Minimum IAPs is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release. 0.102 0.813 1.408 1729

Minimum IAPs is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release, it is not a finance game. 0.102 0.813 1.408 1727

Maximum IAPs is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release. 0.102 0.813 1.407 1726

Sum of IAPs is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release. 0.102 0.813 1.407 1726

Average IAPs is 0$, 32 to 45 months since release. 0.102 0.813 1.407 1726
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7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented some facts regarding the relation

between the success of a mobile game and the various

game development process attributes. The success was

given by a novel formula that encodes the general goal of

game development, i.e., revenue, popularity, and reputa-

tion. We were able to show that some attributes can impact

the success positively or negatively. We show that specific

game attributes, such as number of IAPs, belonging to the

puzzle genre, supporting different languages, and being

produced by a mature developer highly and positively

affect the success of the game in the future. Moreover, we

show that releasing the game in July and not including any

IAPs seems to be highly associated with the game’s failure.

Furthermore, we show that game icons with high entropy

values and less empty spaces tend to be positively corre-

lated with high rating counts. At the same time, we were

able to predict the success of a game with a good accuracy

given only its external characteristics. Thus, it is critical for

game developers to consider the recommendations

revealed by our statistical study to avoid failures because of

simple decision options.

As a future work, we are planning to conduct a semantic

analysis on the game description. At the same time, per-

forming a deeper study on the contents of icons and their

correlation with number of downloads is another research

direction to be considered as well.
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